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ABSTRACT
Single-site Double-Core Hole (ss-DCH or K−2) and two-site Double-Core Hole (ts-DCH or K−1K−1) photoelectron spectra including satellite
lines were experimentally recorded for the aromatic C6H6 molecule using the synchrotron radiation and multielectron coincidence technique.
Density functional theory and post-Hartree-Fock simulations providing binding energies and relative intensities allow us to clearly assign the
main K−2 line and its satellites. K−1K−1 states’ positions and assignments are further identified using a core-equivalent model. We predict that,
contrary to what has been observed in the C2H2n series of molecules, the K−1K−1 energy-level ordering in C6H6 does not reflect the core-hole
distances between the two holes.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5128614., s
INTRODUCTION
A significant early application of spectroscopy in the X-ray
domain was ESCA, electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis. In
the X-ray spectral region, measurable chemical shifts are observed
for core electron binding energies (BEs) of a given atom in differ-
ent chemical environments.1–3 The ESCA technique was then largely
applied to the study of free molecules, molecules bonded on sur-
faces, and molecules in condensed and liquid phases.4–9 Particularly,
single core hole (SCH) states were investigated in the highly sym-
metric benzene molecule which is the prototypical system for many
aromatic molecules and building blocks in polymers and, more
generally, for pi electron systems. Photoabsorption near edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra and photoelectron spec-
tra in the X-ray domain (XPS) were measured and simulated for
benzene in the gas-phase,10–15 in adsorbed molecules16,17 (an exhaus-
tive list of references can be found therein), and in the condensed
phase.18
However, the ESCA technique suffers from some limitations.
Cederbaum and co-workers19 demonstrated in 1986 that the spec-
troscopy of double-core holes (DCHs) would be more informative
and sensitive than that of single-core holes: they predicted enhanced
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chemical shifts for DCH states. Moreover, they anticipated that
the bonding properties would be much more sensitive if the two
core holes were created on two different atomic sites (ts-DCH)
than on a single site (ss-DCH). Experimental confirmation of this
pioneering prediction required 20 years after it was made, thanks
to two experimental advances that developed independently and
simultaneously:
On the one hand was the advent of intense X-ray Free-electron
Laser (X-FEL) sources in the Angstrom wavelength. The first obser-
vation of molecular ss-DCH states with XFEL20 was done at the
Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC in Stanford (CA, US)
in 2009.21 This technique was named “X-ray two-photon photoelec-
tron spectroscopy” (XTPPS) because two photons were absorbed,
each ejecting one photoelectron.22,23
On the other hand was the introduction of efficient coinci-
dence detection techniques based on the use of a magnetic bottle24
for experiments done on the latest generation synchrotron sources.
The first successful observation of ss-DCHs was performed in 2009
at the Photon Factory (Japan) on N2 molecules,25 followed by that
of DCHs in O-containing molecules in February 2010 at SOLEIL
(France).25 This was followed very rapidly by the DCH experi-
ments in CH4 and NH3 molecules in April 2010 at BESSY (Ger-
many).26 These DCHs arise from single-photon absorption, ejecting
two electrons, due to electron correlations.25,26
Improved data processing for X-FEL-based experiments and
improved statistics for synchrotron-based studies allowed the obser-
vation of ts-DCH states in small molecules such as N2, CO,
C2H2n, NH3, and CH4.27 On the theoretical side, DCH molecu-
lar states were investigated, mostly using the complete active space
self-consistent field (CASSCF) method or density functional the-
ory (DFT).28–32 DCH satellites resulting from the simultaneous
excitation of valence electrons upon core double ionization were
observed25,33,34 and found to be more intense than SCH satellites,
relative to their main line. DCH satellite spectra of C2H2,33 as
well as N2 and CO35 molecules, were simulated using a general-
ization of the sudden approximation initially developed for single
ionization.36,37 Because the intensities of the transitions leading to
multiple continuum are very difficult to handle, calculations of
photoelectron spectra after multiple core ionization remain scarce.
Apart from the previous calculations of the K−2 satellite spec-
tra cited above, to our knowledge, only one calculation based
on a kinetic model was published; it concerns double-core pho-
toionization of the organic para-aminophenol molecule by XFEL
irradiation.22
Cederbaum et al. chose the benzene molecule38 as a text-
book case to illustrate the properties of ts-DCH states. The benzene
molecule offers the opportunity to check three distinct groups of
ts-DCH states: the two vacancies may be located in ortho-, meta-,
or para-positions. In the present work, we present an experimental
and computational study of DCH spectroscopy in benzene includ-
ing satellite lines. After a description of the experimental setup
and computational methods, the ss-DCH (or K−2) and ts-DCH (or
K−1K−1) spectra are discussed. The three possible ts-DCH configu-
rations are also predicted theoretically and discussed using a core-
equivalent model. The satellite lines associated with the ss-DCH
states are calculated using a post-Hartree-Fock (HF) configuration
interaction (CI/SD) method. Detailed assignments of the peaks are
proposed.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The experiments were performed at the undulator beam line
SEXTANTS39 of the synchrotron facility SOLEIL in Saint-Aubin
(France). The experimental setup HERMES is a magnetic bot-
tle time-of-flight spectrometer of the type developed by Eland
et al.24 and is used under the single bunch operation mode of
the synchrotron. Details can be found in Refs. 40 and 41 and the
references therein. For the present experiment, performance was
improved by reducing the dead time between the detection of two
successive electrons. This was reduced to 2.5 ns, thanks to the
use of the latest version of the time to digital analyzer (“TDCv4”)
coupled with a fast leading edge discriminator, both developed
at the LUMAT laboratory in Orsay, France. This dead time is
an important characteristic for the measurement of double core
hole processes because the shorter it is, the better one can sep-
arate electrons arriving successively at the detector. C6H62+ dou-
ble core holes decay dominantly within typically a few femtosec-
onds, by successive emission of two Auger electrons, following the
reactions:
C6H6 + hν→ C6H62+(K−2) + eph1 + eph2→ C6H63+(K−1ν−2) + eAuger1→ C6H64+(ν−4) + eAuger2, (1)
where ephi are the emitted photoelectrons and v is a valence shell.
Figure 1 displays the spectrum of Auger electrons emitted in
the decay of the C6H62+ K−2 ground state. In a similar way as for
the C2H2n series of molecules,34,42 two groups of Auger lines appear:
above ∼265 eV are the first emitted hypersatellite Auger electrons
eAuger1, while below 265 eV are the following Auger electrons eAuger2
emitted in the second step of the Auger decay. The K−2 DCHs are
FIG. 1. Auger electrons emitted in the decay of the C6H62+ K−2 ground state.
The spectrum was obtained by analyzing 4-electron coincidence events where two
electrons are the photoelectrons emitted upon K−2 ground state formation [Eq. (1)].
The higher energy band in the figure corresponds to the first Auger electron emitted
in the cascade decay, while the lower one corresponds to the second one (see text
for details).
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identified by searching the data for events where 4 electrons are
detected in coincidence, two of them being in the expected energy
ranges for these Auger electrons, namely, [265–320 eV] and [190–
265 eV]. The decay of K−1K−1 two-site DCHs, on the contrary,
releases two Auger electrons, each with energies between 190 and
265 eV. A long detector dead time (∼10 ns) prevents the separa-
tion of these two Auger electrons and, in previous experiments,33,34
K−1K−1 DCHs could only be extracted from 3-electron coincidence
events. The short 2.5 ns dead time that is achieved here corresponds
to a blind zone in an energy of only ∼5 eV for 240 eV electrons. This
improvement allowed us to search for K−1K−1 DCHs in 4-electron
coincidence events, two of these electrons being in the 190–265 eV
energy range expected for the Auger electrons, thus reducing the
experimental background.
The other points which were carefully checked were the photon
energy and the electron kinetic energy calibrations. Figure 2 shows
the K−2 ss-DCH spectrum (black dotted lines with error bars). The
position of the double core ionization potential (DIP) was measured
at 647.8 ± 1 eV. The ±1 eV error bar reflects the systematic uncer-
tainty from the photon-energy and electron-kinetic energy scale.
To reduce possible errors and possible drift of the photon energy,
measurements in benzene were done immediately after measur-
ing the C2H4 K−2 ss-DCH spectrum, under the same experimental
conditions without changing the photon energy. The two spectra
are compared in Fig. 2. Consequently, the relative DIP of the two
molecules is measured with a reduced uncertainty of ±0.2 eV, yield-
ing a benzene DIP of −2.6 ± 0.2 eV less than that of C2H4.34 Thus,
this experimental method leads to a better estimate of the chemi-
cal shifts than the absolute DIP. This method was used to compare
the chemical shifts of the Siegbahn molecule (ethyl trifluoroacetate,
CF3COOCH2CH3) to that of C2H4.43
FIG. 2. Experimental K−2 double core hole spectrum of benzene compared to
the K−2 double core hole spectrum of C2H4 recorded in the same experimental
conditions without changing the monochromator setting. This ensures that both
spectra are recorded at exactly the same photon energy of 740 eV. In other words,
the relative energy scales of the two spectra is free from the error bar originating
from the photon energy scale calibration.
THEORETICAL DETAILS
Description of the initial and final states
Optimized geometries of the neutral C6H6 ground state (see
Fig. 3) were carried out in D6h symmetry using the GAMESS (US)44
package at a DFT level of theory, with the Becke three-parameter
hybrid exchange45 and the Lee-Yang-Parr gradient-corrected corre-
lation functional (B3LYP).46
Calculations were done by adopting a localized description of
the K−1K−1 and K−2 double core-holes. This formulation proved to
be necessary to estimate correctly the electronic relaxation and cor-
relation effects.47,48 The energy gap between the main line and the
satellite lines is very sensitive to these effects.49 Moreover, the delo-
calization of K electrons in the electronic ground state contributes
an energy lowering of only a few tens of millielectronvolts for the
K molecular orbital:38 the population ratio between the four delo-
calized configurations (1a1g)−2, (1e1u)−2, (1e2g)−2, and (1b1u)−2
with energy shifts 0/16/49/65 meV was estimated at 1/0.5/0.14/0.07,
respectively. These values are out of reach of our experimental accu-
racy, justifying the use of a localized description. This choice of a
localized description for the DCH lowers the D6h molecular sym-
metry to the C2v one. Within this scheme, initial neutral and final
single-site double-core ionized states were characterized using a
post-Hartree-Fock (HF) configuration interaction approach. This
method relied on a unique set of orthogonal molecular orbitals
constructed from RHF-SCF orthogonal orbitals optimized for the
C 1s−2 state. For the surrounded C and H atoms, small basis sets of
the 6-31G∗ type were used in which coefficients and orbital expo-
nents were optimized from unrestricted Hartree-Fock (U Q2HF) calcu-
lations combined with a simulated
Q3
annealing procedure.50,51 For the
core-hole C atom, the 6-31G∗ set was augmented by (3s, 3p,
FIG. 3. Geometry and bond lengths in C6H6. With respect to carbon atom C1, the
carbon atoms in ortho, meta, and para positions are, respectively, C2 and C3, C4
and C5, and C6.
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3d) diffuse functions to simulate correctly the charge transfer.50
As they were optimized for core-hole states, these small basis
sets gave a balanced representation of all the core-hole sites and
surrounding ligands. We have applied this method in previous
studies.34,41,52
The total configuration interaction (CI) active space consists
in the 15 doubly occupied valence orbitals (ignoring the six core
orbitals) and the first 50 unoccupied virtual orbitals. Single, double,
and triple valence (CI-SDT) excitations were taken into account in
the description of the K−2 double core hole final states. The binding
energies of the dominant satellite states with A1 symmetry were esti-
mated. The neutral ground state was expanded in terms of single and
double valence excitations. This large expansion was used in order
to compensate for the choice of the molecular orbital set, which was
not optimized for the neutral state. This choice of a unique reference
set of molecular orbitals allowed a simpler evaluation of the overlap
matrices taking place in the cross sections.
As for an accurate evaluation of binding energies of core-
hole states, K−2 and K−1K−1 single point energies were computed
in the ΔSCF (Delta Self Consistent Field) and ΔKS/B3LYP/DK3
(Delta Kohn Sham with Douglas-Kroll relativistic effects at the
third order) approaches. This latter density functional approach
is well known to reproduce, in principle, most of the relax-
ation/correlation/relativistic effects upon core ionization or core
excitation processes. These calculations were driven with an aug-cc-
pV5Z basis set for carbon and hydrogen atoms.52
Energy differential cross sections
An accurate calculation of single photon-double photoioniza-
tion cross sections requires the description of the double contin-
uum, which is beyond the purpose of this work. Here, we propose
a model developed in the dipole approximation. The incident field
is supposed to be entirely linearly polarized along the z axis in the
laboratory frame. Only cross sections for the production of ss-DCH
states and their satellites were estimated. In that case, our model
considers that the two core electrons absorb a single photon instan-
taneously and escape simultaneously due to the attraction of the
doubly charged molecular ion. After that, there is a relaxation of
the remaining bound electrons in the presence of the double core
hole. This model is an extension of the sudden approximation model
initially developed for single photoionization.
The sixth order differential cross section, corresponding to the
collection of two photoelectrons with asymptotic momenta
⇀
k1 and⇀
k2, is written in atomic units and in the length gauge as
d6σf
d
⇀
k1d
⇀
k2
= 4pi2αω∣⟨⇀k1⇀k2ψf (N − 2)|Dz|ψ0(N)⟩∣2δ(ω − (Ef + ε); Γf ),
(2)
where Ψ0 and Ψf represent the wave functions of the N-electron
ground state and the (N-2)-electron DCH final state, respectively.
Here, ω is the energy of the incident photon, Ef is the binding
energy of the final DCH state, ε is the total kinetic energy of the
photoelectron pair, Dz is the component of the dipole operator
along the polarization axis, and δ(ω; Γf) is the Lorentzian function
taking into account the lifetime of the final DCH state. No correla-
tion is assumed between the bound and the free electrons in the final
state. The line above the square modulus of the transition matrix
element indicates an average on molecular orientations. In an inter-
action configuration description, the transition matrix element can
be developed in the following way:
⟨⇀k1⇀k2ψf (N − 2)|Dz|ψ0(N)⟩ =∑
i,j
⟨ψf (N − 2)∣aˆiaˆj∣ψ0(N)⟩
× ⟨Φ⇀
k 1
⇀
k 2
(1, 2)∣Dz1 + Dz2∣ϕi(1)ϕj(2)⟩,
where the (i, j) summation runs over all the molecular spin-orbitals
implied in the CI description of the initial wavefunction. The
ΦÐ→k1 ,Ð→k2 (1, 2) function describes the electron pair with the asymptotic
momenta
Ð→
k1 and
Ð→
k2 in the continuum. The aˆi operators annihilate
in the initial wave function the Φi molecular spin-orbital. Because
contributions of single and double core-excitations were not taken
into account in the description of the initial state, and because a
unique set of molecular orbitals was chosen for both the initial and
the DCH states, the overlap matrix elements in the above equation
are nonzero only if (i, j) refers to K orbitals.
Neglecting the interference between ionization pathways orig-
inating on different carbon atoms, the experimental yields corre-
sponding to singly differential cross sections with respect to the
photoelectron pair are given by the following expression:
Q4
dσf
dε
∝ If (ε)∣⟨Φf ([K]−2[γ])∣aˆKαaˆKβ|∣Ψ0(N)⟩∣2δ(ω − (Ef + ε); Γf ),
(3)
where α and β refer to up and down electron spin states, respectively.
The satellite lines correspond to [γ] = [v−1V]. The final ionic state
and the electron pair in the continuum are in a singlet spin state.
The If(") integrals are obtained from integration of the molecular
orientation averaged square modulus of the dipolar matrix element
in the double momentum space as the experimental setup collects
double photoelectron events in the whole space,
If (ε) = ∫ ε
0
dε2 ∫dkˆ1 ∫dkˆ2√(ε − ε2)ε2
× ∣⟨φÐ→k1 ,Ð→k2 (1, 2)∣[Dz1 + Dz2]∣φK(1)φK(2)⟩∣2. (4)
In this expression, φÐ→k1 ,Ð→k2 (1, 2) and φK(i) are the spatial part
of the singlet wavefunctions written in (3). The dependence on the
excess energy of the dipolar intensities If(") should be negligible
on an energy scale of about 10 eV around a central value of about
100 eV, so the theoretical model leads to a generalization of the
expression written in Eq. (2) of Tashiro et al.35,
dσf
dε
∝ ∣⟨Φf ([K]−2[γ])∣aˆKαaˆKβ∣Ψ0(N)⟩∣2δ(ω − (Ef + ε); Γf ). (5)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 4 displays our experimental spectra for K−2 [Fig. 4(a)]
and K−1K−1 [Fig. 4(b)] DCH states. A multicoincidence data set was
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FIG. 4. Experimental K−2 (a) and K−1K−1 (b) double core hole spectra of ben-
zene recorded at a photon energy of 740 eV. (c) Theoretical K−2 double core hole
spectrum. The inset displays an enlarged view of the satellite zone. The posi-
tions of the calculated K−1K−1 double core hole states are indicated by vertical
bars, whose height reflects their expected relative intensity, as populated in this
1-photon double core ionization process (see text for details).
accumulated for 20 h at a photon energy of 740 eV. As explained
in the Experimental Details section, Fig. 4(a) was obtained from the
4-electron coincidence events where 2 electrons were found, respec-
tively, in the energy ranges 265–320 eV and 190–265 eV, which are
expected for the decay of the K−2 states (see Fig. 1). The K−2 ground
state was observed at 647.8 ± 1 eV, and a rich satellite structure
appeared on the high binding energy side. As discussed above, the
relative chemical shift compared to the C2H4 molecule is measured
at −2.6 ± 0.2 eV with smaller error bars.
To reveal ts-DCH states [Fig. 4(b)], we selected 4-electron coin-
cidence events where 2 electrons are found in the same energy range
[190–265 eV]. A contribution of the K−2 ground state remained due
to the small possibility that the K−2 state decays by also emitting a
first Auger electron in this [190–265 eV] energy range. K−1K−1 DCH
states clearly appeared at 588.8 ± 2 eV. To reduce the background,
we have excluded events with electron energies less than 10 eV.
K−1K−1 process
Two-site DCH (ts-DCH) states have already been calculated in
C60, for which 23 K−1K−1 levels have been estimated.53 In C6H6, only
three two-site thresholds are expected, corresponding to the removal
of 1s electrons in two carbon atoms in ortho (1–2), meta (1–4),
and para (1–6) positions (see Fig. 3). Only one peak is observed
at 588.8 ± 2 eV [see Fig. 4(b)] because our experimental resolu-
tion of about 2 eV is not sufficient to distinguish the three com-
ponents which are predicted to be separated by at most 1 eV. In
a previous paper, we demonstrated that the most probable process
to create ts-DCHs is a knock-out mechanism in which a primary
ionized K photoelectron ejects another K electron from a neighbor-
ing atom.33 The probability for this process decreases quadratically
with the distance between the two C atoms involved in the pro-
cess so that we expect relative intensities of K−1K−1 peaks to be
100/33/12 for C atoms in ortho, meta, and para positions, respec-
tively (taking into account the number of possible C neighbors). This
suggests that the observed experimental spectrum should be domi-
nated by the ts-DCH path involving neighboring C atoms in ortho
positions.
On the theoretical side, binding energies (BEs) of ts-DCH
ortho, meta, and para states can be defined according to the Koop-
mans’ approximation (frozen orbital approach) as
BE(0)(a−1b−1) = −εa − εb + RE(a−1b−1), (6)
where εa and εb are the Hartree Fock eigenvalues, chosen so that
εa = εb = ε¯1s = −305.76 eV, the average eigenvalue calculated from the
six core orbitals. Here, the repulsion energy RE (a−1b−1) between the
two core holes must be taken into account. The repulsion energies
are Coulomb energies calculated for two elementary positive charges
located on each core-hole atom. The corresponding Koopman’s
binding energies BE(0) (ortho), BE(0) (meta), and BE(0) (para) are
collected in Table I. As expected, the ordering according to increas-
ing binding energies is as follows: BE(0) (ortho)> BE(0) (meta)> BE(0)
(para). This intuitive order for the K−1K−1 binding energies follows
the two core-hole interatomic distance order, as previously observed
in studies of the C2H2n (n = 1, 2, 3)23,54 series. This order was also
predicted by Cederbaum et al.,38 using an ADC(2) method in a
delocalized description.
To obtain more reliable estimates of the K−1K−1 binding ener-
gies, we pushed our models beyond the Koopmans’ approximation.
Relaxation and correlation effects were accounted for by using ΔSCF
or ΔKS procedures, which consist of a closed-shell SCF calculation
for the neutral ground state and a restricted open-shell Hartree–
Fock calculation (ROHF) for the ionized core states. The ΔSCF and
ΔKS binding energies are reported in Table I. They are in mutual
agreement and also agree well with the experimental value of 588.2± 2 eV. The differences between the nonrelativistic ΔKS and rela-
tivistic ΔKS/DK3 binding energies amount to about 0.2 eV, corre-
sponding to a relativistic correction of 0.1 eV for each 1s electron,
in good agreement with the evaluation by Triguero et al.55 The most
noticeable result concerning ΔSCF and ΔKS values is the new bind-
ing energy ordering taking place when relaxation and correlation
effects are taken into account. ΔSCF and ΔKS models both lead
to the following classification: BE (ortho)> BE (para)> BE (meta)
[(0, −0.88 eV, −1.58 eV) in the ΔSCF model and (0.0, −0.99 eV,−1.23 eV) in the ΔKS model]. Our models predict then an inver-
sion of the regular order meta/para and do not confirm predictions
by Cederbaum et al.38
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TABLE I. Energies (in eV) associated with the ortho, meta, and para K−1 K−1 two-site DCH states. RE: repulsion
energies between the two core holes. Binding energies are calculated by Koopman’s theorem (KT) and ΔSCF or ΔKS
methods. In the latter case, the two numbers in parentheses indicate the relativistic values obtained at Douglas-Kroll
third order (DK3). RC2: generalized relaxation energies. BE(ADC2): binding energies obtained through an ADC2 model.
a C1s−1 experimental value.14 ΔBE: differential binding energies evaluated from Eq. (12). IRC2: interatomic generalized
relaxation energies. IP(b−1/a−1): ionization potential for creating a CH b−1 1s core hole in the a−1 SCH state. In the
(Z+1) core equivalent model, IP(b−1/a−1) is the ionization potential for creating a CH b−1 on a carbon atom in the pyri-
dinium system [C5NH6]
+. That latter model is implemented in the ΔSCF description at the DFT/B3LYP benzene molecular
geometry.
K−1 K−1 K−1
Ortho Meta Para
RE 10.34 5.97 5.17
Binding energy
KT 621.96 617.59 616.79 305.76
ΔSCF 587.84 586.26 586.96 290.20
ΔKS (DK3) 587.78(96) 586.55(74) 586.79(98) 290.25 (35) (290.42)a
RC2
ΔSCF 34.12 31.33 29.81 15.55
ΔKS 34.08 31.04 30.00 15.51
BE(ADC2)
38 597.02 594.23 593.83
Corrected 588.05 586.48 587.17
ΔBE
ΔSCF 7.44 5.86 6.56
ΔKS 7.28 (7.26) 6.05 (6.04) 6.29 (6.28)
(Z+1) 7.31 5.84 6.47
IRC2
ΔSCF +2.90 +0.11 −1.39
ΔKS +3.06 (3.08) −0.08 (−0.07) −1.12 (−1.11)
(Z+1) +2.87 +0.13 −1.30
IP(b−1/a−1)
ΔSCF 297.64 296.06 296.76
ΔKS 297.43 295.91 296.44
(Z+1) 297.67 296.04 296.67
This novel sequence ortho/para/meta predicted for the K−1K−1
binding energies in benzene is similar to the
Q5
one observed in
the C5H5N molecular (pyridine) system, where it is well estab-
lished51,56–58 that the C1s binding energies follow the same
ortho/para/meta ordering. This ordering is already in place in
the neutral ground state of pyridine as shown by the increasing
meta/para/ortho Koopmans’ eigenvalues51 and remains unchanged
even when additional relaxation/correlation effects are further con-
sidered. Koopmans’ binding energies were evaluated for a series
of conjugated and nonconjugated systems containing one termi-
nal nitrogen atom presented in Table II. All Koopmans’ binding
energies display an ortho/para/meta order. This order is then an
initial state effect for systems in which an atom of different elec-
tronegativity is present. To get deeper insight into the reasons for
this nonstandard ortho/para/meta ordering, we applied a very sim-
ple electrostatic model for molecules in Table II. The electrostatic
model is that suggested by Aitken et al.59 in which the HF binding
energy of one atomic C1s electron (−εat = 308.0 eV) is corrected by
polarization effects,
BE(Ci1s−1) = −εat + kqi + N∑
j≠i
qj
rij
.
The qj values are the partial valence electronic charges experienced
by the atom j in the molecule. We took Löwdin values to modelize
these charges. The constant k is fixed to the ionization potential in
carbon, e.g., 11.37 eV, if qi is positive and to the electronic affin-
ity, e.g., 1.27 eV, if qi is negative. The Coulomb last term mimics
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TABLE II. Koopmans’ binding energies evaluated for a series of chain and cyclic molecules containing one terminal nitrogen
atom.
Butanamine NC4H11 NH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH3
−ε1s (eV) 305.93 305.17 305.28 305.08
Model
q (Löwdin) −0.018 −0.012 −0.013 0.121
I1s (eV) 308.66 308.15 308.41 307.95
Pentanamine NC5H13 NH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH3
−ε1s (eV) 305.92 305.16 305.21 305.23 305.04
Model
q (Löwdin) −0.017 −0.007 −0.002 −0.013 0.120
I1s (eV) 308.68 308.078 308.083 308.43 308.00
Pyridine NC5H5 N (Ortho) C1, C2 (Meta) C3, C4 (para) C5
−ε1s (eV) 306.78 305.89 306.38
Model
q (Löwdin) −0.032 −0.003 0.052
I1s (eV) 308.50 308.27 308.32
Pyridinium NC5H6+ N (Ortho) C1, C2 (Meta) C3, C4 (para) C5
−ε1s (eV) 313.37 311.35 312.03
Model
q (Löwdin) 0.126 0.054 0.145
I1s (eV) 316.27 315.46 315.08
the effective potential produced by the neighboring atoms on the
Ci core-hole. Except for the pyridinium system, this simple model
reproduces the ortho/para/meta order of the Koopmans’ binding
energies. It enlightens the role played by the surrounding atoms that
participate in the polarization of the electronic cloud.
Generalized relaxation energies, RC2 (a−1b−1) contribute also
to the understanding of the nonstandard ortho/para/meta order-
ing. Note that the R and C in RC2 (a−1b−1) stand, respectively, for
relaxation and correlation energies. RC2 (a−1b−1) are defined as the
difference between the binding energies BE(0) (a−1b−1)—see (6)—on
one side and ΔSCF and ΔKS binding energies on the other,
RC2(a−1b−1) = BE(0)(a−1b−1) − BE(a−1b−1). (7)
Generalized relaxation energies are made of relaxation and cor-
relation energies. They are collected in Table I. They are twice those
we calculated for SCH states of benzene, making them reliable. For
comparison, binding energies BE(a−1) and generalized relaxation
energies RC(a−1) for SCH in benzene are also listed. Table I reveals
that generalized relaxation energies deduced through ΔSCF or ΔKS
methods are comparable. This unforeseen result indicates that dif-
ferential electronic correlation effects ΔC taken into account in ΔKS
calculations, but not considered in ΔSCF ones, are very small. This
property derives from a subtle balance in which core-core, core-
valence, and valence-valence correlation effects in the ground state
almost compensate new valence-valence correlation effects induced
by the electronic relaxation in the DCH state.
The most important information concerns the ordering of
generalized relaxation energies RC2(a−1b−1): these latter obey the
following intuitive order: BE (ortho) > BE (meta) > BE (para).
The
Q6
collaborative electronic effects become more important when
the core holes become closer. Moreover, relaxation and correla-
tion effects are the key to understand and to erase the disagree-
ment between Cederbaum’s binding energy order and our binding
energy order in benzene. Cederbaum et al. noted in their paper38
that their ADC(2) method was not expected to evaluate accurately
electronic relaxation effects following double core hole vacancies.
Indeed, their values for electronic relaxation were largely under-
estimated (about ∼8 eV) compared to our values. Moreover, their
differential meta/para relaxation energy was much smaller (0.4 eV)
than our value (1.5 eV). We have thus corrected ADC2 binding ener-
gies of Ref. 38 according to the generalized relaxation energies we
evaluated,
BE(ADC2 corrected) = BE(ADC2) + RC2(ADC2) − RC2(a−1b−1).
The ADC2 and the corrected ADC2 binding energies are shown
in Table I. The BE(ADC2) and RC2(ADC2) values are extracted
from Table II of Ref. 38. The resulting BE(ADC2corrected) follows
now the order ortho/para/meta. The conclusion is then that the
unexpected order BE (ortho) > BE (para) > BE (meta) results from a
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subtle balance between the Coulombic repulsion acting between the
two core-holes and the relaxation-correlation electronic effects, both
of them being naturally ordered according to the ortho/meta/para
sequence. Consequently, one will have to be very cautious in the
interpretation of K−1K−1 spectra and in the capabilities of a new
spectroscopy22 based on this effect since the energy ordering of
states may possibly not follow a regular variation with interatomic
distance.
In order to go even deeper in the analysis of these bal-
ance effects, a new quantity, the generalized interatomic relaxation
energy, IRC2(a−1b−1), has been defined (by Cederbaum et al.38 and
Tashiro et al. 201023) as
IRC2(a−1b−1) = RC2(a−1b−1) − [RC(a−1) + RC(b−1)]. (8)
This nonadditive quantity is an indicator of the environment of
the core hole atoms. The IRC2 values give an estimation of the elec-
tronic density flow toward the two core hole sites relative to that in
SCH states. Positive (negative) IRC2 values mean that creation of the
second core hole enhances (decreases) the relaxation observed after
creation of the first core-hole. All the pieces of information related
to this ultimate analysis are collected in Table I. Generalized inter-
atomic relaxation energies can be evaluated through the measurable
differential binding energies ΔBE,
IRC2(a−1b−1) = RE(a−1b−1) − ΔBE, (9)
where
ΔBE = BE(a−1b−1) − [BE(a−1) + BE(b−1)]. (10)
Our values collected in Table I indicate that a positive concerted
relaxation happens in benzene when two core holes are created on
two adjacent carbon atoms. This result is in agreement with the con-
clusions that can be found for polyatomic molecules in Refs. 23, 54,
and 60. We find that the IRC decreases from positive to negative
values as the hole-hole distance increases. Such a situation of a sup-
pressed relaxation (negative values of IRC) for core hole states was
first discussed by Tashiro et al.23 Our (three) IRC values are how-
ever very different compared to the three positive values found for
similar C–C distances in the 60 carbon fullerene (C60) compound.53
This large apparent discrepancy is in fact due to a substantial over-
estimation of the theoretical C1s−1 core level binding energy value
(291.1 eV, Takahashi et al.53) in C60 in comparison with the exper-
imental measurements (290.10 eV, see the work of Liebsch et al.61).
We re-examined the C1−1/C2−1 ts-DCH of C60 after geometry opti-
mization with a 6-31G∗ basis set for carbons at the DFT/B3LYP
level of theory. Using optimized 6-31G∗ basis set for C1s−1,51 we
found 289.85 eV (and 290.15 eV with relativistic correction) in excel-
lent agreement with experiments. Correction by −1.0 eV of the
corresponding calculated C1s−1 value in C60 provide similar val-
ues (3.0 eV/0.1 eV/0.9 eV) of IR as found in C6H6, indicating that
the concerted relaxation energy is analogous in both benzene and
fullerene aromatic compounds.
K−2 process
The ss-DCH (K−2) spectrum including the satellite lines is dis-
played in Fig. 4(a). It covers a large energy range (≈20 eV) between
647 eV and 665 eV. The position of the double core ionization
threshold (DIP) was estimated at 647.8 ± 1 eV. This benzene DIP
value is much lower than the values measured for the hydrocar-
bon series C2Hn (n = 2/4/6) but follows the same trend as observed
for single K-shell ionization. The Hartree-Fock theoretical value
of the K−2 ionization threshold (DIP) is found at 645.9 eV, e.g.,
1.8 eV lower than the experimental value. The DFT/B3LYP theoret-
ical value of the K−2 ionization threshold (DIP) is found at 645.2 eV
and also suffers of a systematic underestimation (≈−2.5 eV) com-
pared to the experimental value. Theoretical results already reported
in previous studies (see Ref. 34) for hydrocarbons indicated such
a systematic difference of 2.5 eV with respect to the experimental
determinations. Assuming that this shift observed for hydrocarbons
holds also for C6H6, its DIP is found in reasonable agreement with
experimental measurements.
We evaluated generalized relaxation energies, defined for ss-
DCH states according to the relation
RC2(a−2) = −2εa + RE(a−2) − BE(a−2) = BE(0)(a−2) − BE(a−2),
(11)
where RE(a−2) is the Coulomb repulsion for the two C(1s) holes
localized on the same atom. It was estimated by the integral
RE(a−2) = ∫ ∫ 1s∗(1)1s∗(2) 1r12 1s(1)1s(2)dτ1dτ2, at a Hartree-Fock
level of theory using a very large aug-cc-pCV6Z basis set. It
amounted to 95.5 eV, in excellent agreement with the 95.84 eV
value extracted from the empirical formula derived by Cederbaum
et al.,38
RE(1s−2) = (2 52
3pi
)(1.037Z − 2− 32 ),
where Z is the atomic number of the atom with the two core holes.
From ΔSCF Binding energy BE(a−2) = 645.9 eV, the DCH gen-
eralized relaxation energy RC2(a−2) was estimated from Eq. (11) to≈61 eV, four times the relaxation energy for a SCH.
Differential relaxation energy defined as
ΔRC2(a−2) = RC2(a−2) − 2RC(a−1)
was evaluated at 30.01 and 30.82 eV in ΔSCF and ΔKS models,
respectively. This differential relaxation energy is equivalent to the
generalized interatomic relaxation energy defined in the case of
ts-DCH. Experimental and theoretical (ΔSCF and ΔKS) BEs for
some ss-DCH nonaromatic and aromatic pi bonds are collected
in Table III. Even if absolute ΔSCF and ΔKS values are system-
atically underestimated compared to experimental ones, relative
theoretical values and relative experimental values are in good
agreement.
HF binding energies are nearly degenerate as ΔSCF or ΔKS
values display a monotonic decay from acetylene (C2H2) (triple
bond) to ethylene (C2H4) (double bond) and finally to benzene.
This is mainly induced by different relaxation effects taking place
in the final states. Relaxation energies R2(a−2) obtained as the dif-
ference between ΔSCF and BE(0) (a−2) values show larger effects for
C6H6 than for nonaromatic species. Generalized relaxation energies
RC2(a−2) obtained as the difference between ΔKS and BE(0) (a−2)
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TABLE III. Binding energies BE(a−2) (in eV) for K−2 single-site DCH states in benzene and C2H2n molecules. ε1s is the average C(1s) molecular orbital energy. RE(1s−2)
is the Coulomb integral, RE(1s−2) = 95.5 eV. R2(a−2) are the relaxation energies and RC2(a−2) are the generalized relaxation energies including relaxation and differential
correlation effects.
−ε1s −2ε1s + RE(1s−2) (Koopmans) ΔSCF R2 ΔKS RC2 ΔC2 Expt.
C2H2 305.80 707.10 650.38 56.72 650.00 57.1 0.38 652.5 ± 0.534
C2H4 305.54 706.58 648.17 58.41 647.95 58.63 0.23 650.4 ± 0.534
C6H6 305.76 707.02 645.91 61.11 645.18 61.84 0.73 647.8 ± 1 [this experiment]
values and including relaxation and differential correlation effects
follow the same tendency. They revealed larger effects in the aro-
matic than in the linear molecules. Differential correlation energies
defined as ΔC2(a−2) = C2(a−2)-C(a), where C(a) is the correlation
energy in the initial neutral state, could be evaluated as the differ-
ence between RC2(a−2) and R2(a−2) values. They reveal a signif-
icant enhanced value for the benzene molecule. When comparing
ΔC2(a−1 b−1) (that can be read in Table I) and ΔC2(a−2) values, we
observe that differential correlation energies are larger in ss-DCH
than in ts-DCH in benzene. Differential valence-valence correla-
tion effects between the neutral and the double core hole states are
mainly responsible for this situation. New valence-valence correla-
tion effects induced by the larger electronic relaxation [4xR2(a−1)]
in the DCH states are much larger in the aromatic molecule than
in the linear ones and much larger for ss-DCH than for ts-DCH
states.
K−2 satellite structure
The K−2 experimental spectrum reveals in Fig. 4(a) weaker
structures which correspond to K−2 satellite states where the double
core hole ionization is accompanied by the simultaneous excitation
of valence electrons.
K−2v(valence)−nv′(virtual)n (n = 1, 2, . . .) satellite lines rep-
resent about 25% of the main K−2 line which is more than twice
the value (10%) for satellite contribution in single core hole forma-
tion. It was already reported25 that the relative intensities of satellites
compared to the main peak are higher in DCH than those in SCH
states.
The calculated spectrum is reported in Fig. 4(c). The model
included single and up to triple excitations and was designed to cover
the energy range of 640–660 eV. Although the model described in
the Theoretical Details section was a rough model, most of the posi-
tions and intensities of the satellite lines agree reasonably well with
experimental spectra.
In order to analyze in more detail the nature of the shake transi-
tions, the molecular orbitals strongly involved in the shake-up exci-
tations have been displayed in Fig. 5. Density plots of the outermost
occupied CI wave-functions taking place in the building of lower-
lying shake-up states are displayed. Since reconstruction of the CI
orbital consists here in mixing orbitals of different symmetries (a1,
b1,2, or a2), C2v symmetry is broken and densities are quite different
from Hartree-Fock electronic densities of the low-lying unoccupied
orbitals participating in the shake-up process. For C1s−2 in benzene
(see Table IV), satellite lines correspond mainly to pipi∗ transition
accompanying the ss-DCH ionization.
The first satellite region presents two peaks (labeled A and
B) measured at 652.5 eV and 654.85 eV and calculated at BE
= 653.63 eV and BE = −656.20 eV, respectively. As reported in
Table IV, they are both mainly assigned to a linear combination of
single 1s−22b11–3b11∗ and 1s−21a21–2a21∗ configurations involving
the two outermost bonding orbitals (2b1, 1a2) and the two low-
est unoccupied antibonding orbitals (3b1, 2a2) as well as minor
additional double shake-up loss energies.
Another satellite state with very weak intensity is predicted
at 658.65 eV (labeled C). This state is characterized by a combi-
nation of single 1s−2(1b113b11∗)/1s−2(1a212a21) and mainly double
2b103b12∗/1a103b12∗ shake-up excitations. Due to poor statistics, the
signature of this peak is not clearly identified in the experimen-
tal spectrum although a very weak shoulder is observed ∼10 eV at
higher binding energy above the main peak.
The most intense satellite band is experimentally observed at
12 eV above the main peak around 660 eV. As shown in the present
calculations, this region is marked by few satellite states. The cal-
culated satellite states with substantial intensities were obtained at
659.92 eV, 661.2 eV, 661.4 eV, and 661.77 eV. In more detail, the
peak (labeled D) with a 659.9 eV binding energy mainly corresponds
to a linear combination of single 1s−2(2b15b1/2b16b1) and double
shake-up 1s−2(1a203b12/2b111a213b112a21) transitions.
The satellite with larger intensity (labeled E) is mainly charac-
terized by the single 1s−21b113b11∗ transition involving the deeper
FIG. 5. Hartree-Fock electronic densities of the major outermost doubly occupied
and low lying unoccupied orbitals participating to the C 1s−2 shake up process in
C6H6 in C2v point group.
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TABLE IV. Character and weights (in %) of contributed shake-up transitions in K−2 single-site DCH satellite states of C6H6.
For each state (labeled A–G), more than 80% of the total configuration is indicated. (a)The reported intensities of satellites
are calculated relative to the main peak intensity which is set to 1.
Configurations/labels A B C D E F G
Relative energy (eV) 5.83 8.40 10.84 12.12 13.38 13.60 13.97
Relative intensity(a) 0.011 0.055 0.019 0.052 0.157 0.022 0.003
Single excitations
1b113b11 10.5% 5% 57% 3%
11a11–12a11 2%
11a11–13a11 63%
11a11–15a11 6%
11a11–18a11 2.5%
11a11–19a11 2.5%
2b11–3b11 54% 25% 1%
2b11–4b11 3% 8%
1a21–2a21 18% 45% 18% 1.5%
1a21–3a21 1%
2b11–5b11 2.5% 9%
2b11–6b11 3.5% 24.5%
1a21–3a21 7.5% 63%
2b11–8b11 3.5%
2b11–9b11 2%
Double excitations
2b10–3b12 3% 14% 8% 2%
1a20–2a22 1% 2% 1% 1.5%
2b10–3b116b11 1%
2b111a21–3b112a21 4% 1% 1% 11% 2% 1%
1a20–3b116b11 1.5% 1%
1a20–3b12 8% 6.5% 33% 13% 7.5% 2%
1b112b11–3b12 5%
2b10–2a22 1.3% 2%
1b1 mainly localized close to the double core ionized center and
the 3b11∗ antibonding molecular orbital. The state is also the prod-
uct of additional minor double shake transitions, as indicated in
Table IV.
CONCLUSION
In summary, we report here a detailed 4-electron coincidence
experiment paired with a theoretical analysis of the ss-DCH K−2 and
ts-DCH K−1K−1 spectra in the C6H6 molecular system. The ss-DCH
K−2 spectrum is dominated by one main peak and two main shake-
up lines clearly assigned as mainly out-of-plane pi → pi∗ (a2–a2∗/b1
–b1∗) secondary excitations, thanks to theory. The ts-DCH region
was identified ≈60 eV below the ss-DCH threshold. The experi-
mental spectrum shows only one peak. The low resolution cannot
separate the three components which are expected.
Theory predicts that the binding energies BE of the three
ts-DCH states are ordered in the following way: BE (ortho) > BE
(para) > BE (meta). This is a surprising result as it does not reflect
the core hole internuclear distance dependence (ortho) < (meta)< (para), contrary to what is observed in the C2H2n series.19,34 The
origin of this unusual property is traced back to a subtle balance
between the Coulomb repulsion of the 2 core holes and the relax-
ation/correlation effects; it is clearly shown that the interatomic
relaxation/correlation energy decreases from positive to negative
values as the distance between the two core hole increases. The
results based on the density functional theories agree with those
based on the Hartree-Fock theory, illustrating the major role of the
relaxation energy vs correlation energy.
Unfortunately, the present coincidence experiment cannot test
our predictions, because of the weak cross section for 1-photon
two-side core double ionization, and the subsequent weak signal.
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It would, however, be interesting to use the FELs to form the
three ts-DCH states in a 2-photon process using X-ray two-photon
photoelectron spectroscopy (XTPPS). Here, contrary to what is
expected in a 1-photon double ionization process, ortho and meta
states should appear with similar intensities and twice that of
the para state. It is expected that progress in the control of the
XFEL properties and in the coincidence techniques will soon make
possible such experiments. They would consist of observing the
core photoionization of the carbon N○ b of a C6H6+ benzene
ion where the carbon N○ a has already been ionized in its K-
shell. Table I reports our predicted values for the resultant ioniza-
tion potentials, which are deduced from our calculations presented
above.
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